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If you have a blog and are publishing great content, and you're not providing a

simple way for your employees to share that content, you're missing out on your

most important and engaged audience: The people that are actually

INTERESTED!

That's why I created these templates. To help you and your team easily share your

content.

To get the most out of these templates, I suggest using an email add-on software

like Yesware or Mixmax. Gmail actually has a free hidden email template creator

in their labs section.

To find it in Gmail, just click on the gear icon on the right, click Settings, click Labs

then Enable Canned Responses.

These allow you to quickly create templates inside your email and track your

personal emails to know when someone opens your emails and clicks any links

inside.

The other key to this is providing easy access to all your content and reports in an

easy to use knowledge bank that organizes your content with links and

descriptions so anyone in your company can easily find and share what they’re

looking for. Here’s a few things to add to your knowledge bank:

Blog posts

Case studies

White papers

Success stories

Common objections and the best answers to them

Industry stats and facts

The best content for each stage of your sales process

Introduction
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http://www.yesware.com/download?refer=4hccwyar
https://mixmax.com/


This is a great template for reaching out if you haven’t talked to a prospect in a

while or if you’re ready to schedule a follow-up call and want to add extra value

and address a certain need or pain point they have.

Hi [FIRST NAME],

I've been thinking more about how we can help you [achieve prospect’s goal].

I thought you might be interested in what we did with [name of client you had

success with] when they dealt with the same challenge.

Here’s a quick overview: [link to content or blog post]

Let's set up a time this week to discuss how we helped them reach a similar goal

and how we can help you.

Looking forward to it,

[Your name]

The Case Study
Touchpoint

-



Content marketing isn’t just for the sales department. The customer service

department is a treasure trove for content ideas. This template is for going above

and beyond when answering a question without having to re-create the answer a

million times. You can either provide links to the resources or have templates with

the directions directly inside the email.

Hi [FIRST NAME],

That’s a great question. The short answer is [list answer summary in a sentence]

We’ve also written a helpful article (with a video tutorial) that shows exactly how to

[fix, setup, resolve etc.. their problem]:

Here’s the link: [link to tutorial]

Let me know if you need anything else.

Thanks,

[Your name]

The Customer Service
FAQ Hero

-



Just because you landed the new client doesn’t mean you stop adding value. Use

your knowledge bank and blog archives to bring new clients up to speed.

Hi [FIRST NAME],

I wanted to personally welcome you to [your company name]! I’ve collected some

of our most popular resources to help you get started.

[Relevant dept] Resources:

[Resource #1 Description and Link]

#2..

#3...

FAQ’s

Where do I.. [ANSWER]

#2

#3

[Steps for getting started or other resources]:

Resource #1...

#2

#3

If you have any questions, you can always email us HERE or call us at [this

number]...

Looking forward to it,

[Your name]

New Client Onboarding
Welcome

-



If you haven’t heard from a prospect in a day or two after the follow-up, it’s always

good to check in with them. This allows you to check in with a good reason and

add value with a resource that addresses their objections.

Hi [FIRST NAME],

I know changing companies for [YOUR PRODUCT/SERVICE] is a big decision.

That's why I thought you might be interested in this article (resource, checklist,

case study, ebook, webinar) on [the topic].

Let's set up a time this week to talk through your questions.

Looking forward to it,

[Your name]

Educational Sales Follow-
up

-



You never want to 'just touch base' and not have a reason. The worst thing you

can do is email somebody and say just wanted to touch base, let’s schedule a call.

You want to train them to expect value from every email so send them something

valuable you know that they'll be interested in.

Hi [FIRST NAME],

I saw your update/article/news on [site, news.. eg. LinkedIn] and it reminded me of

an [article/ebook/white paper] we published answering that exact question.

I thought you might find it useful: Here’s the link to download it directly: [LINK to

resource]

Let’s schedule a call this week and I can give you the rest of the info on it. Do you

have 15mins on Thursday?

Looking forward to it,

Joel

Great Reason For
Checking In

-



The goal of this template is to give your prospect a relevant case study that seems

to be written just for them (even though you’ve written one for every main

objection you get). You are also arming them with valuable sales resources they

can share with the decision makers in their company you may not be able to

reach. That way you are giving them the tools to fight on behalf of you.

Hey [FIRST NAME],

In our last [conversation/email/call] you mentioned [objection: eg. How important

staying within your budget was.]

I just recently published a case study about how we helped a similar company

double their return even though they have the same concern.

You can check it out here: [LINK]

Let’s discuss if that makes sense for your company this week. Do you have time

Thursday? Here’s my calendar: [LINK]

Looking forward to it,

[Your name]

Objection Mind Reader
Follow-up
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In this template, I’m flipping the script and instead of using your existing content to

send to prospects, you are reaching out prospects to help them contribute to write

an article. This works really well especially when you are reaching out to hard to

reach executives. One thing you can also do is mention a few people you’ve

already secured that they have probably heard of to legitimize your request.

This positions you as a resource rather than a salesperson going forward.

Hi [FIRST NAME],

I’m doing an expert roundup on my site and going to feature 6 of the top [name of

industry] experts on their answer to this question:

[ask a simple question they can weigh in on]

I’ll make sure to include your name and link to your site as well. Just respond to

this email and let me know! I’m going to publish the post on [date] so would love to

get it by [due date] if possible.

Thanks in advance,

[Your name]

Get Them Involved: The
Expert Roundup

-



This is a simple template that’ll help remind you to give prospects you meet at

events a good reason to look for your follow-up email in a sea of all the other

follow-ups.

Instead of just saying nice to meet you and I hope we stay in touch, if it works in

your initial conversation, mention a resource that you can send them. This also

positions you as a thought leader instead of a salesperson.

Hi [FIRST NAME],

It was great to meet you at [name of event] yesterday.

Here are the resources I told you I'd send you.

[RESOURCE 1]

[RESOURCE 2]

Let’s schedule a follow-up this week. Do you have time Thursday? Here’s my

calendar you can find a time that works best for you: [LINK] 

Looking forward to it,

[Your name]

Networking Follow up w/
Resources

-



Marcus Sheridan owns a pool and spa company. He was getting a lot of excited

prospects calling his store requesting to have someone come out to their house to

give them more information on pools. This was great but the problem was, he

found his company spent more time on educating unqualified prospects who didn’t

know they wanted than actually selling.

So instead of giving a quote before the prospects knew anything, he would send

them an email template like above and give them homework before they met. A

pool is no small purchase so educating yourself as a consumer, making sure you

aren’t making a mistake is worth your while.

Your prospect is going to do due diligence either way. They’ll either use your

content or someone else’s, so why not provide them with the resources?

Hello [FIRST NAME],

Thanks again for contacting our company. I've included here some powerful info

and videos (link below) that will really help you to understand even further

fiberglass pools, Leisure pools, as well as River Pools and Spas. I've also

attached my swimming pool ebook that will answer all your major questions about

how to choose the right pool and options for your family.

And finally, I've included a list of references here for you of pools we've installed

that is over 500 names, addresses, and phone numbers. This is something very

unique we do that no one else in the pool industry offers.

As stated in our conversation, please read these things before our appointment

Friday, as it will help the entire visit be much more fruitful and productive. 

Looking forward to meeting with you soon,

[Your name]

Assign Homework

-

https://www.thesaleslion.com/


[RESOURCE 1] Pool Owner Who Owns Both Fiberglass and Concrete Speaks

Out

[RESOURCE 2] Awesome Fiberglass Pool Installation Video

[RESOURCE 3] 5 Things Every Consumer Should Know BEFORE They Receive

an Estimate

[RESOURCE 4] 7 Deadly Sins of a Fiberglass Pool Installation

[RESOURCE 5] A Review of Fiberglass Pools Manufacturers



After you’ve met the prospect initially, your next step is probably to schedule an

exploratory or interview call. This is a great time to follow up after that initial

connection and help them do their research.

Hi [FIRST NAME],

It was great to meet you and l look forward to our call on [DATE]

In the meantime, here are some resources you might find useful. You mentioned

[Name a concern, priority or something that was particularly important to them]

and that’s outlined in the first link below:

[RESOURCE 1: Eg. Checklist, Mistakes To Avoid, Buyer’s Guide, Faq Sheet ]

[RESOURCE 2: Eg. List Of Examples/designs, Top 10 List, Resource Guide]

Looking forward to it,

[Your name]

Prime The Initial Call

-



Ready to build your brand's authority and generate more leads? Click

below to schedule your free, no-hassle strategy call with Joel.

Book My Free Marketing Strategy Session

-

https://fluxedigital.typeform.com/to/NTTf2H

